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In the not-too-distant future, avaricious corporations
funded terrorists to create a large number of robots to

govern and enslave them as a cheap labor force. The robots
went berserk and began to assault the rest of humanity

while the terrorists reveled in their newfound riches and
resources on the already polluted and devastated Earth.

A new robot called The Custodian was developed by a small
but incredibly talented team of TUM engineers called

Qoogle, to guard the people, discover and put an end to the
real reason behind the incident.
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The combat system in our game is a hybrid of the Real Time Strategy and

Turn Based Strategy games. In contrast to a regular RST game, the

continuous time is divided into a predefined time step each of which

lasts a certain amount in real life such as a quarter of a second. All

of the actions are triggered at a certain time unit. Time keeps flowing

unless the game is paused by the player or an event. Unlike a regular

turn based card game, cards are played and activated based on their

speed. 
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TECHNICHAL
ACHIEVEMENTS

ENEMY  AI

the enemy ai should adequately
challenge the player in a
reactive manner.

THE NEW GAME
MECHANICS:

hybrid gameplay
between an rts and

tbs game.

LEVEL
DESIGN

regular game difficulty
should sufficiently
challenge the player but
not too much to make ıt
fun for the casual
audience.
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